
 

INTRODUCTION 
President Donald Trump’s biggest campaign promise was to build a wall between the U.S. 
and Mexico. But his border wall proposal has several major flaws: 

 
• The wall represents an anti-immigrant sentiment out of touch with most Americans’ 

views and values. 
• A cost-benefit analysis that includes economic and environmental impacts, a standard 

of large federal projects, has not been completed. The U.S. will get stuck with the bill 
as Trump’s promise that Mexico will pay for the wall has been thoroughly rejected by 
the Mexican government. Projected costs could be nearly $70 billion – approximately  
$200 for every American. Moreover, the wall will be paid for by slashing spending on 
health care, environmental protections, and public education in the president’s budget 
proposal. 

• The U.S. does not yet possess all of the land needed to complete a border wall. The 
cost of land acquisition, likely including significant litigation, may reach into the tens of   
millions and may last over a decade. 

• The border wall is unnecessary. The number of unauthorized immigrants coming from 
Mexico has been steadily decreasing since its 2007 peak. 

 
The wall is impractical and expensive and it violates American values. At this critical 
time, politicians need to focus on creating good jobs, quality public education and 
thriving communities. 

MESSAGING 
 

Topline Message 
 

Rather than solve problems, President Trump wants to create new ones with a deportation 
machine designed to tear families apart, including an illogical and expensive border wall. 
American taxpayers would be stuck with the bill—paying for hateful rhetoric in physical 
form. Instead, we should be able to focus on our schools, roads, public safety, and thriving 
communities. States have the power to push back and defund hate. Companies choose 
whom to do business with, and so do states. We should not be funding a senseless wall. 

 
Talking Points 

 
• The wall is impractical and expensive and it violates American values. At this critical 

time, politicians need to focus on creating good jobs, quality public education, and 
thriving communities. 

• American taxpayers will themselves pay for the wall, when we could and 
should be using our taxpayer dollars for our schools, roads, public safety, or 
community development. 

• Companies would have a choice—either support a cruel, racist wall, or do business in 
(state). 
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MESSAGING 
 
 
 

Key Facts and Data 
 

• 62 percent of Americans oppose the wall. (Pew) 
• The estimated cost of building the wall is $200 for every American. (HSGAC Minority   

Staff Report) 
• Maintenance costs of the border wall could amount to nearly $140 million annually. (HS-  

GAC Minority Staff Report) 

POLICY OPTIONS 
In response, progressives in the states are considering using their state governments’ 
financial might to discourage construction of the wall. Seven states have introduced legis- 
lation that aims to disrupt construction of the wall using divestment, contracting, and land 
use powers, as well as the power of attention and symbolism. Even where bills have not 
passed, the bills have been effective in making the point that the border wall is bad for our 
country, its citizens, and the economy—and they have discouraged a number of companies 
from participating in bidding on the wall, including eight of the top 25 design-build firms 
in the country. 

 
Border Wall Divestment 

 
Divestment is a strategy used most effectively by the South African anti-apartheid move- 
ment, in which universities, governments, and large private companies stopped investing 
in particular countries or companies. Activists have also used the strategy to some suc- 
cess to advocate for intervention in Darfur, and against the use of fossil fuels and coal. The 
strategy’s effectiveness comes mostly from the stigma added to the target companies or 
countries, which can scare away suppliers, potential employees, or customers. 

 
Divestment efforts can also include more than the wall and focus on the broader 
“deportation machine.” Although the wall of course has serious consequences, increases 
in funding for interior immigration enforcement and detention beds will ultimately have 
a greater impact and cause significant harm to our communities in the long run. Some 
movements have included detention beds and increased interior enforcement in the 
divestment discussion. 

 
When considering border wall divestment, state legislators have at least three significant 
questions to answer: 

 
Which companies should they divest from? 
States are considering different decisions about the companies they should divest from. 
Proposed legislation in Rhode Island and New York both leave room for interpretation by 
saying that they will divest from a company that “builds” the border wall (2017 RI H 5505;  
2017 NY A 6595), and Illinois says the same for a company “entering into a contract for 
construction” (2017 IL HB 3061). Several states go a step further, though, such as Wiscon- 
sin, where bill language included any “contract…to plan, design or construct a wall” (2017   
WI SB 210). In contrast, California provides a well-specified bill to capture all companies 
that have some involvement in the wall construction, i.e., both contractors and subcon- 
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POLICY OPTIONS 
 
 
 

tractors that “build, maintain or provide material” for the wall (2017 CA AB 946). Higher 
specificity within a bill will likely result in quicker action taken against either the compa- 
nies or the wall construction itself. Most states also opt to release their list of scrutinized or 
divested companies publicly. Public pressure may help to force companies to change their 
behavior. 

 
When should states divest? 
States differ on their approach to two timing issues: the date on which they must 
have an initial list of violating companies and the frequency of evaluating the listed 
companies. For compiling the initial list of companies, states either set a deadline for a 
number of days out once the law passes (30-90 days), or list a specifi date (ranging 
from 7/1/2017 to 1/1/2019). On the frequency of evaluation, states vary from monthly to 
quarterly to annually. States should balance both the administrative burden of the list 
compilation (in particular the fi t one) with the public benefi  of moving quickly and re- 
evaluating more frequently. 

 
Wisconsin and New York would also allow companies to appeal their inclusion on the 
list directly to those that created the list (2017 WI SB 210; 2017 NY A 6595). This appeal 
process would likely slow the final implementation, but it would help to ensure that 
companies have accurate evaluations. 

 
How deeply should states divest? 
States can decide whether they want to divest directly or indirectly. When divesting direct 
holdings, a state clears its direct investments of the listed companies. All states consider- 
ing divestment bills take this approach. Some states go a step further and decide to also 
rid themselves of all indirect holdings, which entails ensuring that all investments made 
by the state fund, including mutual funds, do not have the targeted companies in the mix. 
The decision to divest both directly and indirectly will likely be more impactful in affecting 
political and financial support for the border wall construction than only divesting directly; 
the financial impact posed by large economies like California and New York alone could  
be significant. Yet, direct divestment is less burdensome on the state’s portfolio managers 
and is less likely to be legally challenged; in some states, for example Wisconsin, indirect 
divestment is prohibited. Legally, divestment bills seem to have significant precedent. 
Similar state divestment bills have passed in the last few decades, indicating that lawsuits 
against border wall divestment may be less likely to succeed. 

 
Procurement: Ending Business with Wall Contractors 

 
States can also use their contracting power by blocking any business that contracts for 
the construction of the wall from bidding on state projects. States frequently work with 
large technology and construction companies on infrastructure projects, and a company’s 
inability to bid on major state projects could impact its financial bottom line. It could also 
receive the stigma of association with the border wall, as the list of banned companies 
could be made publicly available. At least three states have thus far introduced legislation 
that takes this approach. 

 
When considering ending business with wall contractors, state legislators should first de- 
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POLICY OPTIONS 
 
 
 

cide which companies to end business with, considering the same issues as outlined above 
in the divestment discussion. Two additional decisions appear on this issue: 

 
End new contracts and existing contracts? 
After determining the companies on their list, states can prevent those companies from 
gaining any new contracts with the state. But states also have the option to quickly end 
existing contracts with those companies, in order to increase pressure on those compa- 
nies. Thus far, no states have decided to terminate existing contracts, likely because of the 
major negative financial impact the contracts may have, in addition to possible litigation. 
States should exercise caution when considering cancelling existing contracts. 

 
Self-reporting vs. policing contracts 
States can decide how to enforce these provisions. In New York, the company would have 
to verify at the time of bid or contract assignment that it has not been placed on the 
banned list (2017 NY A 6595). A company can face penalties if it is found to be misleading. 
In California and Arizona, on the other hand, the state would be responsible for policing all 
of its contracts proactively, to ensure that banned companies have not applied for busi- 
ness (2017 CA SB 30; 2017 AZ HB 2446). The latter approach seems likelier to succeed at 
ensuring banned companies don’t receive business, but it puts the burden on the state. 

 
However, if any of these business termination bills become law, they seem likely to draw 
significant legal attention. Similar state bills that have targeted state contracts with com- 
panies for different ideological reasons, such as ones targeting Planned Parenthood, have 
failed in the past. Regardless of the results of those lawsuits, though, state legislators likely 
see additional value in the symbolic power of the legislation to proactively prevent compa- 
nies from putting in bids on wall construction. 

 
Land Use Conflicts: New Mexico 

 
New Mexico legislators are attempting to disrupt wall construction through leveraging 
state-owned lands. 2017 NM HB 292 would prevent the state from selling its border land  
to the federal government. Since New Mexico owns miles of land along the border, these 
legislators hope to stop the state from voluntarily allowing the federal government to take 
that land. This approach, possible only in states that own border lands, would likely lead to 
significant legal conflict and face issues of federal preemption. But the litigation itself may 
significantly disrupt construction plans. 
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ADDITIONAL  RESOURCES 
American Civil Liberties Union 

Trump’s Border and Sanctuary City Plans Will Violate Civil Liberties 
 

Cato Institute 
A Wall Is an Impractical, Expensive and Ineffective Border Plan 

 
MacAskill, William. The New Yorker  

Does Divestment Work? 
 

National Immigration Law Center  
Build Bridges, not Walls 

 
Pew Research Center 

Unauthorized Trends 
 

Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment, University of Oxford  
Stranded Assets and the Fossil Fuel Divestment Campaign 

 
U.S. Senate Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs Committee, Ranking Member’s Office  

Minority Staff Report on the Southern Border Wall 
 

Welch et. al. Journal of Business 
The Effect of Socially Activist Investment Policies on the Financial Markets: Evidence from   
the South African Boycott  
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